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OSDC 2006: Melbourne, December 5th-8th 2006
“The  Open  Source  Developers'  Conference  is  a  conference  designed  for  developers,  by
developers. It covers numerous programming languages across a range of operating systems.
Talks vary from introductory pieces through to the deeply technical. With three talks on at any
time, spanning over three days; there is bound to be something of interest to any developer.”
This  is  the  major  event  in  the  year's  Python  calendar,  with  a  major  component  of  the
presentations being from Python developers. Anthony Baxter (Python's release manager) is a
keynote speaker and will be looking at Python 3.0, IronPython (mono) and PyPy.
From the list of papers, a few immediately grab attention. “An Introduction to Plone: An Open
Source Content Management System” and “A Rails/Django Comparison” should provide web-
oriented Python developers with a good overview of available technologies. “Python 3.0” will
be on everyone's menu, as we look forward to language changes which all will  need to be
aware of in times to come. 
For more information, visit http://www.osdc.com.au/
Presentation Authors
Automatic Text Generation and Weather Forecasting Leeuwenburg,
Tennessee 
A Rails/Django Comparison Green, Alan and
Askins, Ben 
Development of Mono Applications with Agile Languages Rees, Mark 
Accessing Relational Databases with Python Todd, Andy 
RESTful Software Development and Maintenance Hyland-Wood, David 
Python in Mozilla Hammond, Mark 
What's New In Python: 2006 Edition Baxter, Anthony 
The Planet Feed Reader: Better Living Through Gravity Gardiner, Mary 
An Introduction to Plone: An Open Source Content Management System Aune, Nate 
What's Old Is New Again Jones, Richard 
Shiny, Pretty Things Jones, Richard 
Overview of Python ctypes Holkner, Alex 
Python 3.0 (keynote) Baxter, Anthony 
